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AI en Ethiek



AI & Ethiek



POLL: 
Are you already using AI in your 
medical practice ?



Artificial Intelligence is ... 



... a metaphor ...



… a cultural metaphor ...



… that does NOT describe the 
technology it claims to represent!







HUS had a high mortality rate of 
premature babies. 
They built a predictive AI which was 
80% correct. 
Would you use it? 



AI

most

fundamental



Define AI

No theory, no model, no experience 
Data driven 
The quest for signal
Probabilistic interpretation of the world





Source: https://www.top500.org/statistics/perfdevel/



Solving new classes of problems 
with DATA

gathered from sampling and time 
series of problems we can’t model



The signal can be hidden in very 
unusual data sets





http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/08/technology/online-searches-can-identify-
cancer-victims-study-finds.html?smid=tw-share&_r=1

http://ascopubs.org/doi/full/10.1200/JOP.2015.010504



Problem

When trying to predict the spread of a 

disease, every second counts. About 

60%–75% of all emerging infectious diseases 

originate in animals, but it’s difficult to 

pinpoint how, when, and where.

Solution

Microsoft Researchers are using mosquitos 

to collect blood samples from animals in the 

wild and identify the diseases they’re 

carrying.

Project Premonition uses drones to find 

mosquito breeding grounds, robotic traps to 

gather specimens, and cloud-scale 

genomics powered by machine learning to 

search the specimens’ DNA for pathogens.

“Using the Microsoft Cloud, we can analyze 

more than 100 million pieces of DNA in 

every sample,” says Microsoft Researcher 

Ethan Jackson.

The Microsoft Cloud is fighting disease by turning 

mosquitos into data-gathering devices, and analyzing 

pathogen data … so we may one day stop 

outbreaks before they begin.

Project 

Premonition

For more information, please see the Premonition video case study. 30

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tUnH5K8Dyts&feature=youtu.be


The ethical question of AI: 
metaphor or reality? 



Easy cases: technical use cases 
providing information



AI speeds up cancer treatment | CUH

Doctors at Addenbrooke’s hospital in Cambridge aim to drastically
cut cancer waiting times using artificial intelligence (AI) to 
automate lengthy radiotherapy preparations.
The AI technology, known as InnerEye, is a result of an eight-year
collaboration between Cambridge-based Microsoft Research and 
Addenbrooke’s. Its aim is to save clinicians many hours of time 
laboriously marking up patient scans prior to radiotherapy.

Now the team have demonstrated how machine learning (ML) 
models built using the InnerEye open-source technology can cut this
preparation time by up to 90% - meaning that waiting times for 
starting potentially life-saving radiotherapy treatment can be
dramatically reduced. 

The InnerEye Deep Learning Toolkit is freely available as open-source software by Microsoft

https://www.cuh.nhs.uk/news/ai-speeds-cancer-treatment/


AI speeds up cancer treatment | CUH

Research published by the team in JAMA Network Open confirms that the InnerEye ML models can accurately and rapidly
carry out the otherwise lengthy ‘image segmentation’ requiring hours of expert clinicians’ time.

But it’s important for patients to know that the AI is helping me do my job; it’s not replacing me in the 
process. I double check everything the AI does and can change it if I need to. The key thing is that most of the 
time, I don’t need to change anything.
Dr Yvonne Rimmer

This is the first time, we believe, that an NHS Trust has implemented its own deep learning solution trained on 
their own data, so it can be used on their patients.
Aditya Nori

The InnerEye Deep Learning Toolkit is freely available as open-source software by Microsoft

https://www.cuh.nhs.uk/news/ai-speeds-cancer-treatment/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/publication/evaluation-of-deep-learning-to-augment-image-guided-radiotherapy-for-head-and-neck-and-prostate-cancers/


Research vs. Operation



The data : patient and real world
aggregation



Finding risks without symptoms



Currently identifiable conditions

• Cancer: breast, colon, ovarian, cervical, lung, thyroid

• Chronic kidney disease

• Dementia

• Depression, 

• Diabetes (in symptomatic people)

• Parkinson’s disease (mouse movements) 



The data issue

• Efficient research in AI requires data aggregation 

• Minimization of data does not work in healthcare

• Re-identification will always be possible

• Unknown level of information contained could/will lead to discoveries
not covered by consent

• It opens up use cases impossible to forecast

The traditional way of dealing with patient consent must evolve.



Medicine is already data driven

Would AI raise any (new) issue in collecting patient data? 
• Randomized studies

• Ethical committees

• Patient informed consent

AI raises new issues in handling and sharing patient data!



The DATA ethical questions

• Should we use data to advance care? 
• Requires aggregation of many patients data

• Consent, legitimate use or Public Good?

• Can work with unlinked pseudonimized data

• Should we inform patients about new findings?
• Requires link to patient

• Should we decide not to use a new information source? 
• This is what we do if we do not share, aggregate, research



The Use Case 



The Probable or the Possible



The USE CASE issue

• AI is a probabilistic interpretation of the world. Is this the right decision 
model? 
• Discrimination risk is real

• Using AI for selection is a very risky business
• Humans are better at understanding possibilities than probabilities

• Data and model bias are real risks

• Understanding of the outcome is frequently an issue  
• The model always gives an answer, and a probability
• Although probably less a problem in health care

• Ethics is relative
• Pre-existing conditions



The USE CASE ethical question: control

Is it really a solution to make it physically impossible by 
restricting data access ?

What are then the socially (un)acceptable use cases? 

Which Use Case control framework ? 
permissive or restrictive?
legal or deontological?



The way forward

Finding the signal is fundamental research

requires as many data as possible

uncertain outcome

Tuning the model is applied research

requires targeted data

generates economic value



The way forward

• Get as much data as possible 
• Informed consent
• Aggregation
• Accessible for research
• Real world data

• De-biased it
• What is the Shannon-Nyquist constraint of your data set? 

• Incentivize data contributors

• Data sharing for the public good
• Posthumous data donation 
• Data philanthropy 



Or wait for other countries to come with 
an algorithm and use it under licence

Seriously, don’t!



POLL: 
Do you consider AI to be a useful 
addition to healthcare tools? 



Risk mitigation: Technology

• ENABLE: 
• The technology exists already in the cloud
• Use standards like ISO 19944 and certified infrastructure
• TEE: 

• Microsoft joins partners and the Linux Foundation to create Confidential Computing Consortium
https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/opensource/2019/08/21/microsoft-partners-linux-foundation-announce-confidential-computing-consortium/

• CREATE:
• Invest heavily in algorithmic research

• ADOPT: 
• Educate massively to the understanding of probabilistic models

The model does not remember the data. The physician does!

https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/opensource/2019/08/21/microsoft-partners-linux-foundation-announce-confidential-computing-consortium/


ISO/IEC FDIS 19944: data categories

• Identified data
• Data that can unambiguously be associated with a specific person because PII is observable in the information. Guidance on what can be 

considered as identifiers can be found in 4.4.1 of ISO/IEC 29100:2011[04]. 

• Pseudonymized data
• Data for which all identifiers are substituted by aliases for which the alias assignment is such that it cannot be reversed by reasonable efforts 

of anyone other than the party that performed them. 
This corresponds to data defined as “pseudonymization” in 2.24 and described as “pseudonymous data” in 4.4.4; both in ISO/IEC
29100:2011. 

• Unlinked pseudonymized data
• Data for which all identifiers are erased or substituted by aliases for which the assignment function is erased or irreversible, such that the 

linkage cannot be re-established by reasonable efforts of anyone including the party that performed them. 

• Anonymized data
• Data that is unlinked and which attributes are altered (e.g., attributes’ values are randomized or generalized) in such a way that there is a 

reasonable level of confidence that a person cannot be identified, directly or indirectly, by the data alone or in combination with other data. 
This corresponds to data defined as “anonymized data” in 2.3 and process defined as “anonymization” in 2.2; both in ISO/IEC 29100:2011. 

• Aggregated data
• Statistical data that does not contain individual-level entries and is combined from information about enough different persons that 

individual-level attributes are not identifiable. 

12/15/2020 Microsoft Confidential 51





Risk mitigation: legal

•We need a strict legal framework 
• banning re-identification
• defining forbidden use-cases
• Framing data sharing and data aggregation

• INHA project

• Art 89 GDPR

•Heavy fines in case of breach



Conclusion

• There are no new ethical issues with AI in healthcare
• Exclusion already happens through questionnaires and nullity of contract of 

the answers are not correct.

• Issues are legal and practical

• IF it is an additional information tool for health care professionals

• Which ethical rule could make us refuse a data driven therapeutic
tool? 



Responsible AI to augment human ingenuity



Data Ethics Principles for 
Humanistic Approach to AI

• Satya Nadella on “The Partnership of the Future”

• AI should 

• Be designed to assist humanity

• Be transparent

• Maximize efficiencies without destroying the 
dignity of people

• Be designed for privacy

• Have algorithmic accountability so that 
humans can undo unintended harm

• Guard against bias

• Considerations for everyone who are developing, 
deploying, and using AI

• Empathy

• Education (knowledge and skills)

• Creativity

• Judgment and accountability



Microsoft’s ethical design framework for AI



Additional resources



https://news.microsoft.com/cloudforgood/resources.html

https://news.microsoft.com/cloudforgood/resources.html


Tools and Weapons: The Promise 

and the Peril of the Digital Age

By Brad Smith and Carol Ann Browne 

Foreword by Bill Gates

A narrative told from the cockpit of one of the world’s 

largest tech companies as it finds itself in the middle 

of the thorniest issues of our time. Published in the 

U.S. and Canada by Penguin Press, and an instant 

New York Times Best Seller.



https://www.oii.ox.ac.uk/

https://www.oii.ox.ac.uk/

https://www.oii.ox.ac.uk/


https://datasociety.net/Data & Society advances 

public understanding of the 

social implications of data-

centric technologies and 

automation.

The issues that Data & 

Society seeks to address are 

complex. The same innovative 

technologies and 

sociotechnical practices that 

are reconfiguring society –

enabling novel modes of 

interaction, new 

opportunities for knowledge, 

and disruptive business 

paradigms – can be abused to 

invade people’s privacy, 

provide new tools of 

discrimination, and harm 

individuals and communities.

Funding and Partners
Data & Society is an independent, nonprofit 
research institute. Its creation was supported by a 
generous gift from Microsoft.

We are thankful for the general, project, in-kind, 
and event support we’ve received from a range of 
entities, including:
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
American Civil Liberties Union
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Brooklyn Public Library
Center for Democracy & Technology
Center for Media Justice
Center for Policing Equity
Centre for Justice and Crime Prevention
Craig Newmark Philanthropies
Digital Trust Foundation
Ford Foundation
Hewlett Foundation
Icahn School of Medicine at Mt. Sinai
Institute of Museum and Library Services
International Data Responsibility Group
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
John S. and James L. Knight Foundation
Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights
Luminate
Manhattan Borough President Gale A. Brewer
Media Democracy Fund
Metropolitan New York Library Council

Microsoft
Microsoft Research
National Conference on Citizenship
National Information Standards Organization
National Science Foundation
New America
New America’s Open Technology Institute
New York Times
New York University’s Information Law Institute
New York University’s Interactive Telecommunications Program
NYC Media Lab
Open Society Foundations
Pivotal Ventures
Police Executive Research Forum
Responsible Data Forum
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Samsung Accelerator
Sara & Evan Williams Foundation
Siegel Family Endowment
Solidago Foundation
The Engine Room
The Ethics and Governance of AI Initiative
The News Integrity Initiative at the Craig Newmark

Graduate School of Journalism at the City University of New York
UN Global Pulse
UNICEF
Union Square Ventures
United Hospital Fund
University of Pittsburgh
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee
Upturn
W.K. Kellogg Foundation
William and Flora Hewlett Foundatio

https://datasociety.net/


Antoinette Rouvroy

https://www.pointculture.be/magazine/articles/focus/gouvernementalite-algorithmique-3-questions-antoinette-rouvroy-et-
hugues-bersini/

En confiant notre pouvoir décisionnel au calcul algorithmique, dans quel type de société nous engageons-nous 
? Que restera-t-il de la sphère publique, d'un idéal de la justice et de la personne humaine ? Antoinette 
Rouvroy, juriste et philosophe, et Hugues Bersini, informaticien spécialisé en IA, nous apportent leurs 
éclairages respectifs sur les dérives éventuelles des technologies contemporaines.

Sommaire
•Un usage prédateur des données
•Postérité de Foucault : fin de la biopolitique
•Des normes dociles aux comportements des corps
•Prédire ne demande pas de savoir, encore moins de comprendre
•Les traces parlent de nous mais ne disent pas qui nous sommes
•Une idée de la justice
•La fiction d'une machine à gouverner
•Le commentaire d'Hugues Bersini
•Pour un numérique humain et critique

https://www.pointculture.be/magazine/articles/focus/gouvernementalite-algorithmique-3-questions-antoinette-rouvroy-et-hugues-bersini/
https://www.pointculture.be/magazine/articles/focus/gouvernementalite-algorithmique-3-questions-antoinette-rouvroy-et-hugues-bersini/#0-un-usage-prdateur-des-donnes
https://www.pointculture.be/magazine/articles/focus/gouvernementalite-algorithmique-3-questions-antoinette-rouvroy-et-hugues-bersini/#1-postrit-de-foucault-fin-de-la-biopolitique
https://www.pointculture.be/magazine/articles/focus/gouvernementalite-algorithmique-3-questions-antoinette-rouvroy-et-hugues-bersini/#2-des-normes-dociles-aux-comportements-des-corps
https://www.pointculture.be/magazine/articles/focus/gouvernementalite-algorithmique-3-questions-antoinette-rouvroy-et-hugues-bersini/#3-prdire-ne-demande-pas-de-savoir-encore-moins-de-comprendre
https://www.pointculture.be/magazine/articles/focus/gouvernementalite-algorithmique-3-questions-antoinette-rouvroy-et-hugues-bersini/#4-les-traces-parlent-de-nous-mais-ne-disent-pas-qui-nous-sommes
https://www.pointculture.be/magazine/articles/focus/gouvernementalite-algorithmique-3-questions-antoinette-rouvroy-et-hugues-bersini/#5-une-ide-de-la-justice
https://www.pointculture.be/magazine/articles/focus/gouvernementalite-algorithmique-3-questions-antoinette-rouvroy-et-hugues-bersini/#7-la-fiction-dune-machine-gouverner
https://www.pointculture.be/magazine/articles/focus/gouvernementalite-algorithmique-3-questions-antoinette-rouvroy-et-hugues-bersini/#8-le-commentaire-dhugues-bersini
https://www.pointculture.be/magazine/articles/focus/gouvernementalite-algorithmique-3-questions-antoinette-rouvroy-et-hugues-bersini/#9-pour-un-numrique-humain-et-critique


Future is the 
only way 
forward!



Some projects



Germany: 
• Project “Heart-Hero”: Azure AI services and therapy configurator help treat 

heart failure. The customer story is available here in German 

• Medical Research: SANA Clinics and HMS Analytical Software bet on Artificial 
Intelligence for early diagnosis of sepsis. video.

Mexico
• Azure Genomics Services www.codigo46.com.mx

Malaysia
• Ministry of Health research on using retina images for early detection of 

diseases

Finland
• HUS Health Village: https://www.terveyskyla.fi/

https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcustomers.microsoft.com%2Fen-us%2Fstory%2Fkardiologische-praxis-azure-de&data=02%7C01%7Cbrunosch%40microsoft.com%7Cffac105ce65642d2bc7408d72b087e0f%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C637025187784023565&sdata=kXMmZgpFOXmN2KzS2IpCSiBJodoQznQgObVukfwewQo%3D&reserved=0
https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmicrosoft-my.sharepoint.com%2F%3Av%3A%2Fp%2Fjuwachen%2FEexncVLBp09OkFhawCnvPigBTrkE19tXUMdWBug2Wm9dlQ%3Fe%3DB6bKtC&data=02%7C01%7Cbrunosch%40microsoft.com%7Cffac105ce65642d2bc7408d72b087e0f%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C637025187784033559&sdata=KCRtDHF2jTNfwuUzQKDAXxwyfGDHCwSSzvmw2o%2BHVHs%3D&reserved=0
http://www.codigo46.com.mx/
https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.terveyskyla.fi%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cbrunosch%40microsoft.com%7Cf50f0d7907f7499be09e08d72a44e305%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C637024347771452750&sdata=yjXqtDJ5l%2BLPt%2FD5N9tQCPuGWWTPpBU7b9tK7Fhx5x4%3D&reserved=0


Czech
• AI-assisted recognition of prostate cancer in radiology

https://news.microsoft.com/europe/features/doctors-and-ai-a-powerful-
elixir-improving-patient-outcomes-in-europe/

Canada
• Automated diagnosis using images/photos
• Automated transcription of Physician conversations to help patients 

remember what was said

Poland
• Carna Life Analytical telemedicine identifying over 20 irregularities in EKG 

http://en.medapp.pl/

France
• Artificial Insight pour aider les médecins dans leur diagnostic

https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/724118-artificial-insight-
healthcare-azure-fr-france

• Helpicto : troubles du langage et reconnaissance d’image

https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.microsoft.com%2Feurope%2Ffeatures%2Fdoctors-and-ai-a-powerful-elixir-improving-patient-outcomes-in-europe%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cbrunosch%40microsoft.com%7C2a72879595ff4c12a81008d72a2ff69e%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C637024258040143744&sdata=RP%2BDRtkzMxTA6sn96sdXq4F1EFckNUfLBmkzZ7IxH70%3D&reserved=0
http://en.medapp.pl/
https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/724118-artificial-insight-healthcare-azure-fr-france


Sweden
• Optolexia : early detection of yslexia 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpQKf6vxm8U

South Africa
• Phulukisa’s Specialist in a backpack bring medicine in the bush 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nyw8KZKURVY

Microsoft Research
• Project InnerEye ML for automatic, quantitative analysis of three-dimensional 

radiological images, turning radiological images into measuring devices.

• Project Premonition: trying to predict the spread of diseases by using
mosquitoes to collect blood samples from animals in the wild and identify the 
diseases they’re carrying
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tUnH5K8Dyts&feature=youtu.be

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpQKf6vxm8U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nyw8KZKURVY
https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.microsoft.com%2Fen-us%2Fresearch%2Fproject%2Fmedical-image-analysis%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cbrunosch%40microsoft.com%7C2a72879595ff4c12a81008d72a2ff69e%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C637024258040153740&sdata=2zLVH4s0i9mlGV9Z8p0zHwoh49RrZcGsflOT2OR8g2w%3D&reserved=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tUnH5K8Dyts&feature=youtu.be


Vragen



one more thing





info@bhic.care

Bedankt!


